
COMPATIBLE WITH:
HP LaserJet Enterprise M506X; LaserJet Enterprise MFP M527C, 
M527DN, M527F, M527Z; LaserJet Pro M501

Machine Type: Mono Laser Printer

Print Speed: Up to 65 ppm

Print Resolution: 1200 x 1200 dpi

Page Yield: See Chart

MSE BRAND FEATURES & BENEFITS
Each MSE brand MICR cartridge is tested for signal strength on 

actual check stock.

This MSE brand product has been approved using the market’s 

most exhaustive testing protocols, including: environmental stress 

testing, accelerated aging testing and shipping simulation.

Huge profit opportunity. MICR profit margins can exceed 70%.

Proprietary robotic routing and other conversion technologies 

enable immediate availability.

OEM INFORMATION
Released in September 2015, the M506 series replaces the  

P3015 series.

Every aspect of our MSE brand  

products, from quality and reliability to 

aesthetics and environmental impact,  

is thoroughly analyzed on an ongoing  

basis. We look for areas of improvement  

beyond the industry standard and create 

ground-breaking technologies to keep 

pace with OEM design. The result is  

Your Best Alternative to the OEM.

We develop MICR cartridges that meet 

all US and Canadian banking standards 

for signal strength. By using a special 

high adhesion toner formula, designed 

specifically for your printer, we can 

significantly reduce the possibility of  

costly fees stemming from rejected  

checks. Additionally, our MICR toner 

contains security features that help to 

virtually eliminate the risk of check fraud.

Ensuring long-term quality and reliability is 

the foundation of customer satisfaction. We 

understand that without strict adherence to 

quality standards, you simply cannot have a 

product that is competitive to the OEM. Our 

commitment is ensured by the most rigorous 

5-step QC process in the industry.

ISO 9001:2008 certification is a global 

standard that the world’s leading 

companies use to establish quality 

management system. ISO 9001:2008 

connotes quality to global consumers  

and MSE brand adheres to these  

standards and strives to continuously 

improve, therefore providing the best 

customer experience.



SPECIAL NOTES:
1 Weight may vary depending on packaging
2 Actual yield may vary depending on environmental conditions, media, and usage
3 All data is for reference only and is subject to change without notice
* CPP based on three colors (C,M,Y) used in conjunction

MSE BRAND REMANUFACTURED MICR TONER CARTRIDGE  

FOR HP LASERJET ENTERPRISE M506 CF287A

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY  FOR  

MORE INFORMATION AND STOCK AVAILABILITY.

PRODUCT BOX DIMENSIONS

U.S.: (L) 14in, (W) 4.5in, (H) 7.375in

MSE INFORMATION

Complete with Smart Print Chip: Yes

PRODUCT WEIGHT/SHIPPING

U.S.: Black: 3.35lbs1 

HP is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Development Company.  The HP trademark and HP product numbers are used 
only to identify product compatibility.  This product is not sponsored by, affiliated with, manufactured by, or distributed by 
Hewlett-Packard Development Company.

Clover Imaging Group, MSE, and their logos are trademarks owned by Clover Technologies Group, LLC, and may be registered  
in the United States and other countries.
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PRODUCT MSE PART NO. OEM PART NO.
OEM 

YIELD2

MSE 
YIELD2

COST PER PAGE
RECOMMENDED  
STREET PRICE3

MSE OEM MSE OEM

MSE Brand  

Black MICR Toner
MSE02218715 CF287A 9,000 9,000 2.4¢ 3.1¢ $211.87 $282.49

MSE Non-Brand  

Black MICR Toner
MNB02218718 CF287A 9,000 9,000 2.4¢ 3.1¢ $211.87 $282.49


